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CARS Inc. Now Offers Custom Interiors that Fit Like Originals
Rochester, Mich. – Combining precision patterns for over 60 years of classic Chevys and hundreds of
original and reproduction materials, CARS Inc. can craft a custom interior that installs and fits just like an
original. Perhaps even better!
CARS Inc. has compiled one of the most comprehensive collections in the world of original seatupholstery patterns for classic Chevys. The company also has new cloth and vinyl material made to high
quality standards, as well as thousands of yards of new-old stock (NOS) original interior materials. Using
these unsurpassed resources, CARS Inc. can create a custom interior for just about any Chevy that will
install and fit like the company’s high-quality reproduction interiors.
Want black and white Hounds Tooth seat covers for a 1955 Chevy? Or Silver Cloud inserts made to fit a
1969 Camaro? Or some of the rich looking Impala and Del Ray patterns in a 1960s or 1970s Chevy? Cars
Inc. can create just about any combination can conceive! The possibilities are not simply limited to what
materials came in a specific model of car.
In addition to cloth and vinyl, CARS Inc. stocks synthetic leather materials and can make most patterns
using this material. The company will also use customer-supplied genuine leather.
For additional information, please visit www.CARSinc.com or call 800-CARS-INC (U.S. and Canada), 800451-1955 (California location) or 248-853-8900 (international sales).
CARS Inc. is a manufacturer of reproduction sheetmetal, interiors and components for classic Chevy cars
and trucks. The company has invested in tooling to make some of the best replacement sheetmetal
available anywhere, and CARS Inc. makes its products in the U.S.! CARS Inc. also stocks and sells an
impressive variety of reproduction components as well as performance and popular custom components.
Catalogs are available for the 1951-1972 full-size Chevy car, 1955-1957 Chevrolet, 1962-1976 Nova,
1964-1980 El Camino, 1964-1977 Chevelle, 1967-1976 Camaro, 1970-1972 Monte Carlo and 1957-1997
GM truck models.

